, I Association of Jewish Libraries, 29th Annual Convention, Atlanta Ambiguities in the Romanization of Yiddish* Abstract: Romanization of Yiddish is one of the most complex activities in Hebraica cataloging, especially for publications that do not use Standard Vidd is h Orthography.
The Library of Congress has adopted the VIVO Hebrew titles for Yiddish works are particularly problematic, as there are two possible pronunciations. LC appears to be moving in the direction of providing two Romanized title entries in such cases.
Several transliterated Yiddish dictionaries have been published in the last decade. Some use the VIVO system; others do not. The extent to which these tools can provide assistance to Hebraica catalogers is assessed.
Introduction
Romanization is a primary activity of American Hebraica catalogers, but within the Association of Jewish Libraries (AJL), Romanization policies, rather than practice, have been the focus over the past few years because of the requirement to do *Documented version of a paper presented at the Cataloging Workshop of the Association of Jewish Libraries Convention, held in Atlanta, Georgia, June 21, 1994. Bella Hass Weinberg YIVO Institute for Jewish Research and St. John's University New York City parallel Romanization on the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN), i.e., to input Romanization for core fields of bibliographic records in Hebrew script. Fully Romanized records had formerly been input by libraries that were committed to the OCLC bibliographic utility (Zipin, 1984) , but RLIN's requirement posed a challenge to libraries that had always provided bibliographic description in the original script. RLIN's clustering mechanism is based on Romanized title information, as input of the original script is optional (Aliprand, 1990, pp. 15-16) . For that reason, consistency of Romanization is important.
To minimize the complexity of Hebraica cataloging on RLIN, first there was the proposal to use reversible Romanization (transliteration) instead of ALA/LC (American Library Association/Library of Congress) Romanization (transcription), as the former does not require the cataloger to determine pronunciation, only to transliterate Hebrew letters (the reasons for rejection of the proposal are in Aliprand, 1990, p. 15).
Then there was the proposal initiated by Rosalie Katchen (1990) that catalogers Romanize only the short title, as had been done on LC printed Hebraica cards. That was not approved either, although some Hebraica catalogers working on RLIN (e.g., Malamud, 1994) limit their Romanization to the short title, as was revealed at the RLIN modifications workshop (Lerner, 1994) held at the 1993 AJL Convention. A panelist at that workshop, Rabbi Clifford Miller (1994) , made some observations about LC's Romanization practices that ignore fine points of Hebrew grammar, but there really has not been an AJL convention program devoted to the "how" of Romanization for sometime.
The American librarian's Bible for Hebrew Romanization practice is Hebraica Cataloging (Maher, 1987) , published by the Library of Congress. Hebrew Romanization a la LC is admittedly complex because 58 Judaica Librarianship Vol. 9 No. 1-2 Spring 1995 -Winter 1995 it requires extensive knowledge of grammar, but I believe that it is less difficult than Yiddish Romanization for several reasons:
1. Hebrew has only two orthographic systems: ketiv baser and ketiv male. While there has been substantial variation in the latter, as documented by Werner Weinberg (1985) , Yiddish has had a bewildering array of spelling systems in its thousand-year history (VIVO, 1966) .
The classic Hebrew defective orthogra-
phy (ketiv f]aser) and vowel pointing are well standardized, and we have numerous published authorities to determine the correct form for a given word. In contrast, Standard Yiddish Orthography, developed only six decades ago ( Guide, 1961, verso English t.p.) , has not been widely implemented (Gold, 1977) , and there are no comprehensive reference works for this language. The Great Dictionary of the Yiddish Language ( 1 961 -1980) was not completed, and even the four volumes that did appear deviate from Standard Yiddish Orthography.
Guidance by LC on Hebrew Romaniza-
tion is far more extensive than it is for Yiddish. A mere three pages in Hebraica Cataloging (Maher, 1987, pp. 22-24) are devoted to rules for Romanizing Yiddish.
As part of the Great Collections Microfilming Project, VIVO librarians-who never employed Romanization in the card environment (because YIVO's Yiddish catalog has all access points in Hebrew script)input Romanized Yiddish records into RLIN for preserved rare books. Interesting questions arose in the course of the project, and those are the focus of this paper.
The presentation here is tutorial to some extent, in that it begins with the basics. Thus I hope that this article will be useful to those who are new to Yiddish Romanization. The paper proceeds quickly, however, (Maher, 1987, pp. 8, 9) .
to the thorny problems of transcribing Yiddish, and I trust that this component will be of interest to more experienced Hebraica catalogers. Finally, I discuss published reference sources that may be of assistance in Yiddish Romanization, and I hope that all readers will benefit from that. Works cited are limited to those which are germane to Anglo-American catalogers. Addition a I publications on Romanization of Yiddish are listed in Uriel and Beatrice Weinreich's bibliography (1959, p. 21 ) and its supplement, by Bratkowsky (1988, pp. 346-347) .
Basic Tables
The first basic fact for the Romanizer is that LC has a single table for both Hebrew and Yiddish consonants (see Figure 1 ). , [D] On the phonetic value [oy] of the sequence ,,, see § 4e
ii [H] [U]
[u]
So spelled m the combinations m [-uv-] , m [-vu-] , and ,, ,,
,,
[ Whereas formerly LC had distinguished only l)et and khaf among letters pronounced alike, it now added diacritics to the Romanized equivalents of vav, tes, kuf, sin, and sot to distinguish them from veyz, tot, kof, and samekh for the latter two (see Figure 5 ). The ANSI standard actually enumerated different letters for some of these pairs, e.g., q tor kuf, but in order to maintain compatibility with its earlier Romanization, LC added the diacritics, resulting in what I call "peppery Romanization." These diacritics were applied by LC to the Romanization of Yiddish, resulting in five more differences from the VIVO table.
Incidentally, the ANSI standard for the Romanization of Hebrew, one of the pioneering projects of AJL [described in Weinberg (1991, p. 167) ], was withdrawn a few years ago by the National Information Standards Organization, despite the fact that AJL members had volunteered to revise it. A draft standard for the Romanization of Yiddish had been developed shortly after the Hebrew one but was never published, apparently because of the difficulty of achieving consensus. The Hebrew ANSI standard featured four separate tables for different purposes, and the Yiddish one was also supposed to have multiple tables, with YIVO's system serving as the one to be used in cataloging. Gold (1985, p. 96) gives the impression that lhe ANSI standard for Romanization of Yiddish was adopted, but that is incorrect. His account is repeated in Steinmetz's Yiddish and English (1986) , which states explicitly that "the VIVO system ... is also known as the American National Standard Romanization of Yiddish" (p. 106}.
VIVO developed its Romanization scheme in the 1940s, but in the decade prior to that published the Standard Yiddish Orthography (VIVO, 1937) . All the characters required for Standard Yiddish Orthography are present in RLIN's Hebrew character set (Aliprand, 1990, p. 12 )-sometimes precombined, and in other cases requiring separate input of a vowel point or diacritic and a letter-but LC has elected not to input any vowel points, diacritics, or digraphs. This contrasts with LC's early Hebraica cataloging, in which all diacritics founq on a title page were transcribed, whether standard or not (Weinberg, 1992, p. 14) . , Association of Jewish Libraries, 29th Annual Convention, Atlanta Yiddish publications that employ the standard orthography make Romanization simple, essentially automatic except for Hebraisms (see Figure 6 ). If LC or another library deletes the special characters, however, the Romanization becomes ambiguous, just as transcription of unpainted Hebrew is.
David L. Gold's "Guide to the Standardized Yiddish Romanization" (1985) features a table, including many letter-vowel combinations, which is more detailed than the tables found in Uriel Weinreich's textbook (1949) and dictionary (1968). Gold's guide is useful because it deals with numerous special situations in Yiddish Romanization, but many of its recommendations would probably not be accepted by LC, which gives reversibility of consonants a higher value than that of representing pronunciation-the primary purpose of the VIVO system.
Ambiguities
Having established the basic facts regarding LC's table for the Romanization of Yiddish and its differences from YIVO's, we now proceed to a discussion of the thorny problems. The first one I term the "Galitsyaner/Litvak" (Galician/Lithuanian) dialect problem. [What is popularly called "Galitsyaner" actually refers to Central (Polish) Yiddish. Much of Galicia was in Southeastern (Ukrainian) Yiddish territory.] LC states explicitly that it employs Lithuanian pronunciation for Yiddish, but "Galitsyaner" errors creep through. (The focus of this paper is complexity, not error. When it comes to Romanization, "Let he who is without sin cast the first stone" [N. T. John 8:7].) Figure 7 shows an error in the Romanization of the word heym, found on a 1985 LC card; the error is preserved in the MARC (machine-readable cataloging) record on RUN (DCLH90-B170). I am a purebred Galitsyaner and tend to say haym. But in Romanizing, I know that it is essential to check Weinreich's dictionary to see whether there is a pasekh under the double yud. If not, the Romanization is ey; if yes, the value is ay. The next feature to be examined is syllabic n, a final nun without a preceding 'ayin, i.e., two consonants juxtaposed (see Figure 8 ). An error crept in to a 1989 LC record with the initial title word Regn-an e was added to represent a vowel before the final consonant; the error is preserved in the machine-readable record (DCLH89-B825). Regen would, however, be the correct LC Romanization for a Yiddish word that replicates German orthography and inserts an , ayin before the final nun.
Character Romanization
A common case of nonstandard orthography is variant spelling of the word yidishe (see Figure 9 ); the last one in the figure is in Standard Yiddish Orthography; the first one is found often in Orthodox publications, such as the cover of singer Avraham Fried's audiocassettes, Yiddish Gems ldishe Oytsres (1992) (1993) (1994) . The middle spelling in the figure mimics German orthography-jOdische-,-but no one ever pronounced the word as yudishe (Dina Abramowicz, personal communication). American rules which require transcription of bibliographic data exactly as spelled, and Romanization of the graphic formregardless of pronunciation-result in the scatter of the same words.
In Israeli catalogs, in contrast, an attempt is made to unify variant Hebrew orthography in access points, while preserving original spelling in title-page transcription (Adler, 1988, p. 24) . A detailed analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of unifying variant orthography is in Weinberg (1980) . In a nutshell, the unification serves the user who is working with an oral reference; retaining the original orthography serves the user/librarian who has precise bibliographic data.
Throughout the history of Yiddish writing, a wide variety of spelling patterns can be observed (see Figure 1 O), all posing challenges to the Romanizer who is working with a synchronic transcription scheme to represent diachronic orthography, that is, spelling that varies over time.
The modern Yiddish word fun has often been spelled ton, to mimic the German spelling von. Similarly in daytshmerish [Germanized] orthography, an a.yin was inserted into the middle of the word ertsiehung, as was a hey, and these letters are carried over into the Romanization, even though they are not pronounced. Dalia Kaufman (1970) , in her article about editing the Yiddish catalog at the Jewish National and University Library (JNUL), described the interfiling of ertsiehung and dertsiung, but I consider that going too far. (Additional corrections to the JNUL Yiddish catalog are discussed in Weinberg [1980, p. 329 ].) Other variant orthographies illustrated in Figure 1 O include yud nun for syllabic n (cf. Figure 8) , and the conversion of German th into the Hebrew letters tes-hey.
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Returning to modern Yiddish orthography, one of the major traps for the Romanizer is dieresis: two distinct vowels juxtaposed (see Figure 11 ). Hebreish (in a note)-LCCN 91-827980 (see Figure 12 ). [A subsequent communication from the Library of Congress explained that a y is now inserted only when the initial vowel is i, that is khirekyud, in combinations such as ia and ie.] Treating Yiddish as a variant of the Hebrew language is inappropriate, as the Hebrew component of Yiddish is smaller than the Germanic and Slavic components. Zachary Baker prepared a table demonstrating that it is ludicrous to attempt to implement LC's "anti-dieresis" rule in Romanizing Yiddish. In response, Joan Biella of the Hebraica Team at LC charted the Library's practices with respect to vowel combinations in Yiddish (see Figure 13 ).
Dieresis is relatively rare, but the more common dualism in Yiddish is vocalic vs. consonantal yud (see Figure 14 ). Uriel Weinreich's rule in College Yiddish (1949, p. 27) is that a yud between two consonants is always a vowel, as in the first syllable of bibliografye ( common Romanization). "Before or after another vowel," Weinreich says (ibid.), a yud is a consonant, which suggests that the letter after the I in bibliografye should be a y, not an i ( except in Romanizing the word from Soviet Yiddish orthography, which places a f]ir* under the yud). Brisman (1977, p. 237) has an example of the application of Weinreich's rule in his reference to Biblyografishe yorbikher fun YIVO. [That spelling is not replicated in the index to the book, however (p. 324).] Following LC's rule regarding juxtaposition of vowels would call for the Romanization bibliyografye.
There is one RUN record in which the Yiddish word for "bibliography" is Romanized as biblyografye, but there are 65 clusters in which it is Romanized as it is in Figure 14 . There is a Yiddish proverb, "Az tsen zogn shiker, leygt men zikh shlofrl' (If ten people say you are drunk, go sleep it off). Or we may cite the Hebrew proverb from Pirke Avot (Chapter 2, Mishnah 5): "A/ tifrosh min ha-tsibur' (Don't separate yourself from the community). If just about everyone is Romanizing this word incorrectly, there is no point in deviating.
My colleague Sharona Wachs has pointed out that the Romanization bibliografye may be explained by the fact that this is a loanword from Latin. LC has published special rules for Romanizing loanwords in Hebrew, but none for Yiddish. Analysis of the components of Yiddish words would require a higher level of knowledge than supplying vowels for Hebrew. And because Yiddish is a fusion language (Weinreich, M., 1980) , separating the components would be impossible in many cases. In names of German origin, yod-}:liret cay in is romanized as "ie" corresponding to German "ie" (e.g., Friedman). LC defers to Weinreich's dictionary for the pronunciation and hence the Romanization of Hebrew words incorporated in Yiddish. A clash occurs because LC is more loyal to reversibility of consonants than to pronunciation (see Figure 15 ). Thus for the compound word moyshev-skeynim, YIVO's linguists recognized that in the environment of the voiceless consonant /kl, a z is pronounced Isl. LC preserves the z in Romanization, however. The Romanization in the figure, found on an LC card (73-951308/HE}, is replicated in the RLIN record of the primary cluster member (ILSH95-B7611}. If LC were Romanizing the term today, the vowels in Weinreich's moyshev would no doubt be copied.
Yiddish pronunciation of Hebraisms is characterized by vowel reduction. Yisker is an example of this. In Hebrew, the last syllable of the word is stressed and includes a long vowel; in Yiddish, the stress is on the first syllable, and the vowel in the second one is short. Older LC records feature the Hebrew Romanization yizkor in a Yiddish context; more recent ones have yizker.
LC's guide to Hebraica cataloging (Maher, 1987, p. 24} mentions a rule for Yiddish hyphenation: if the base word is a dictionary entry, a hyphen separates it from the particle. The rule seems to be applied inconsistently (see Figure 15, Another problem with Yiddish Romanization is that VIVO authorities sometimes conflict with each other (see Figure 16 ). I encountered this in indexing the translation of Max Weinreich's History of the Yiddish Language (1980) . An indexer is in an ideal position to catch inconsistencies in spelling or Romanization. When finding these, I listed the two forms as well as the form in Weinreich's Dictionary. The translator (the late Shlomo Noble) said, "I will not accept goish because I pronounce it goyish; I will not accept talmetoyre because it garbles the original two Hebrew words, ta/mud torah." The 100-page index to Max Weinreich's History can be a source for Yiddish Romanization, but the cataloger must keep in mind that it sometimes differs from Uriel Weinreich's dictionary (1968) .
Changes in LC's handling of Hebraisms may be observed over time (see Figure  17 ). An older card with .the word bereshis (LCCN 74-950554) shows recognition of Ashkenazic pronunciation. A newer record shows more vowel reduction, as well as the addition of diacritics (DCLC 86-208952-8) . It also demonstrates that it would be impossible to hyphenate the particle be-because it is not pronounced separately from the base word.
Older LC records for devotional prayers featured Hebrew Romanization for the word tef}inah. More recently, Weinreich's vocalization was adopted, with the substitution of fJ for kh to represent t;et. In the '90s, however, LC seems to be applying its rule for Hebrew Romanization-to represent final hey-in Yiddish (DCLH 91-84058). The same record Romanizes the plural form as tl)inos-without the vowel lowering to es. This is Ashkenazic Hebrew, not Yiddish, pronunciation. The former has never had official status in American library Romanization practice. Soviet Yiddish orthography ( Figure 18 ) does not preserve Hebrew spelling as standard Yiddish does and is thus easier to Romanize, although we may do a double take upon seeing the way the words emes (truth) and milkhome (war) are rendered in Hebrew characters. Recent LC Romanization distinguishes the two orthographies through the use of diacritics.
There are many records that lack the final h in representing Hebrew spelling in Yiddish Romanization. Also, it is important to note that Harvard records frequently transcribe the VIVO Romanization of Hebraisms without making substitutions a la LC. Thus many of Harvard's Yiddish records feature milkhome-in what seems to be Romanization of Soviet orthography-for American imprints that preserve-Hebrew orthography in Yiddish. (The Romanizations for some of these titles may have been supplied by VIVO staff members.)
Many works that are entirely in Yiddish have Hebrew titles, perhaps to enhance their image. In the past, LC tended to Romanize these as pronounced in Sephardic Hebrew; more recently, there is a tendency to use Yiddish Romanization for a work entirely in Yiddish. Those who follow Cataloging Service Bulletins, which report on changes in LC policy, will note an increasing trend to provide two title entries when there are two possible pronunciations, e.g., for a title that contains numbers.
The first example in Figure 19 is taken from a record for a book whose title is Romanized by LC as l)odesh ve-l]ol in der Yidisher muzil;; There is an added title entry for the Yiddish pronunciation, Koydesh vekhol . . . ; LC did not create this Romanization, which is in the VIVO system; the entry emanates from Romanization on an added title page in the work.
It is often difficult to distinguish a Romanized title provided by the cataloging agency from one in the work. I have previously expressed the opinion that notes in a Hebraica record should be in the original script (Weinberg, 1992, p. 14) , but Maher (1987, p. 42) reports that since 1983 "notes are usually given in romanized form only." Each note in which Romanization is used should be identified, e.g., "title on added t.p. (Romanized)." Maher (1987, p. 59) states that this used to be done, but currently, "If the entire MARC bibliographic record is romanized, then no bracketing is needed to indicate romanization." The reverse is done in LC authority records: nonstandard Romanization found in a work is followed by the note "(in rom. Having outlined the major subtleties, ambiguities, and difficulties of Yiddish Romanization, I now proceed to a discussion of reference works that may be helpful to the cataloger in this regard.
Romanized Yiddish Dictionaries
An amazing number of Romanized Yiddish dictionaries have been published in the past few decades. A variety of sociolinguistic explanations could be given for this phenomenon, but I shall limit myself to the cataloger's perspective. First I describe the dictionaries that do not use a standard Romanization system, and then those that do.
Olsvanger's Royte Pomerantsen (1947) The first full Romanized Yiddish dictionary appeared two decades later (Kogos, 1967) . Figure 21 contains examples showing that his and several other Romanized dictionaries do not follow either LC's or YIVO's scheme. In the following paragraphs, the dictionaries are discussed in chronological order.
Examples

YIVO Romanization LC Romanization
Yankev Mordkhe Mordekhai pnl"
Yitskhok Yitsl}aJf Rost.en (1968) bale boost.eh Yt:m":in-,y:,, Jacobs (1982) far-kawchn i:,,p,~D Harduf (1987) parshoin ,..,11,~s Gross (Ull2) laidik j:'""1""? There is no final hey in the Yiddish word, and so the h is unnecessary. The entries chmallyeh and choleria reveal immediately that this is not a tool for the Hebraica cataloger, although it is a fun book. The Jewish Word Book (Jacobs, 1982) is a similar work with briefer entries than those of Rosten. The example in the figure suffices to illustrate the nonstandard nature of Jacobs' Romanization scheme: far-kawchn a ka-she (to make a mess).
David Mendel Harduf's Trans/iterated Yiddish-English Dictionary was published in Canada in 1987. This work is arranged in a Hebrew-character sequence. The dictionary features several variations from the standard Yiddish Romanization. The example in Figure 21 , parshoin, would be Romanized as parshoyn by VIVO and LC. Figure 22 , a page from the dictionary, displays other nonstandard Romanizations, such as ei in chaveirim (instead of ey) and, of course, the ch for f]et.
The zayin-shin entries in Harduf are all in consonance with the VIVO system, and could readily be converted to LC Romanization by inserting an s after the z. I would label this work "nonstandard, but useful." A paperback edition of this work, including an English-Yiddish dictionary, was published in 1991. Harduf (1992) has since published a Yiddish dictionary with headwords in a Romanized sequence, which is presumably designed for those who do not know the Hebrew alphabet.
In 1992, David Grass's Romanized Yiddish dictionary appeared. The sample entry in Figure 21 has laidik for leydik. I am not sure what Grass's native language is, but he employs gu for gimel, as in gue'shank (gift), not to mention ch for khaf, as in gue'shichteh (history), and ei for ey, as in gueshrei (scream). The same Romanization scheme is used in the Expanded Edition (1995 Reviewing the dictionaries in chronological sequence, the first one is Rosenbaum's A Yiddish Word Book for English-Speaking People (1978) . The subject headings in the Cataloging in Publication Data, "Yiddish language-Dictionaries-English" and English language-Dictionaries-Yiddish" unfortunately fail to capture the fact that the dictionary is Romanized. The LC subject heading "Yiddish language-Transliteration into English" has been assigned to other works in the language that use Roman script, and that subheading (which can apply to any language), is found in the 1975 edition of Library of Congress Subject Headings. Rosenbaum's work has some very nice features: syllabification, Hebrew etymology, stress, gender, and even cross-references to related terms. These are all found in the entry "kho-s'n toy-re, (Heb., hatan torah)," with a link to simkhes toyre (p. 39). 1986 witnessed the publication of the Yiddish Dictionary Sourcebook, by Galvin and Tamarkin. This dictionary lacks some of the features in Rosenbaum's work, but gives Yiddish headwords in Hebrew script, using VIVO orthography. There are differences in Romanization between the two sources; whereas Galvin has "khoyzek makhn" (p. 206) Rosenbaum has ' 1 khoyzik makhn."
Coldoff's Yiddish Dictionary in Transliteration appeared in 1988. It is similar to Rosenbaum's in that it indicates component (e.g., H for Hebrew), stress, and gender.
The most useful tool for Yiddish Romanization may be within an English dictionary.
Author
Example Yiddish Spelling
Rosenbaum khaloshes
mw,n (1978) Galvin pasazhir , .. wr~o~s (1986) Cold off khutspe ns:r,n (1988) Figure 23 . Romanized Yiddish dictionaries employing the VIVO system of transcription.
The Britannica World Language Dictionary includes Yiddish among the seven languages spoken by the greatest number of people throughout the world. This work is found in volume two of Funk & Wagnall's Standard Dictionary of the English Language. The edition in the reference collection of VIVO is dated 1959. At home, I have the 1954 edition, which does not use the VIVO system. Somewhere within that five-year period (the verso of the title page shows that copyrights were secured in 1955, 1956, and i 958, in addition to 1954 and 1959) , the Yiddish section of the dictionary was revised, and it can serve as a useful supplement to Uriel Weinreich's dictionary.
The thirty-five page glossary in Steinmetz's monograph on Yiddish and English (1986, pp. 114-148) employs the VIVO system and can be helpful for Romanizing Yiddish expressions used in American English.
Summary and Conclusions
Yiddish Romanization practices of the Library of Congress have undergone several changes within the past few decades. The LC scheme is largely, but not completely, compatible with that of VIVO. Several dictionaries using the VIVO scheme have been published recently, and they can serve as aids to the cataloger.
At present, little guidance on the thorny problems of Yiddish Romanization is available from LC's manual, Hebraica Cataloging (Maher, 1987) . A second edition has been reported to be in preparation, and it is hoped that the new edition will make explicit the policies that can only be inferred today from an examination of LC printed Hebraica cards and MARC records. Some 11 rule interpretations" are currently being transmitted by LC staff members to individual catalogers via email, but it would be nice to have these systematized in a printed guide.
Those who derive Yiddish catalog records from the bibliographic utilities must be aware that there is great variation in Yiddish Romanization in both LC and contributed records. (We might characterize the situation by using the Yiddish expression hefker p[y]etrishke, translated by Harkavy [1928, p. 197] as "lawlessness" and by Rosenbaum [1978, p. 30] : "lit. undisciplined parsley; anything goes.") Some libraries doing retrospective conversion have copied Romanized Yiddish titles from printed LC cards; others have looked up Hebraisms in Weinreich's dictionary without making the requisite substitutions from LC's table. RLIN's Hebraic word search capability facilitates identification of the Romanization variants, but as long as clustering in that utility is based on Romanized title information rather than the original script, we should work towards better documentation of the rules and greater consistency in their application. Clearer rules for Romanization of Yiddish would also benefit OCLC catalogers and those working with any other bibliographic utility that requires following LC practices for script conversion.
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